Acne yields up secret that points to new
treatments
29 October 2016, by Amy Norton, Healthday Reporter
Usually, P. acnes lives on the skin harmlessly. But
when the bacteria are caught in certain
circumstances—in a clogged pore, surrounded by oil
and no air—they can cause the inflammatory
response known as acne.
Gallo's team said it found clues as to why.
In lab experiments, the researchers found that
under certain conditions, P. acnes will secrete fatty
acids that inhibit two enzymes in
keratinocytes—cells that make up most of the skin's
outermost layer. That, in turn, boosts the cells'
inflammatory reactions.
"Basically," Gallo said, "we've discovered a new
way that bacteria trigger inflammation."
The findings, according to Gallo, may help explain
the process underlying acne and folliculitis—an
inflammation of a hair follicle that causes pimplelike bumps or other skin symptoms.

(HealthDay)—In a finding that could lead to new
treatments for acne, scientists say they've
discovered a previously unrecognized way in which The study was published online Oct. 28 in the
bacteria trigger inflammation in the skin.
journal Science Immunology.
The skin is the body's first line of defense against
invading germs. But it's also constantly awash in
bacteria of all kinds—and usually puts up no fight.
"It's a big puzzle as to why we tolerate all these
bacteria on our skin," said lead researcher Dr.
Richard Gallo, interim chair of dermatology at the
University of California, San Diego.
"Usually, we walk around at peace with them,"
Gallo pointed out. "But at certain times, that
detente breaks down and you get an infection."
In its study, Gallo's team focused on the
Propionibacterium acnes bacteria. As the name
suggests, the bacteria can contribute to acne—as
well as certain other infections.

Dr. Adam Friedman is an associate professor of
dermatology at George Washington University
School of Medicine and Health Sciences in
Washington, D.C. He said any time scientists better
understand the "why," it can trigger the
development of new treatments.
Friedman, who was not involved in the new study,
said the findings "open many doors" for future
research.
There are already a number of treatments for acne
that do work somewhere along the pathway
described in this study, Friedman said. They may
target excess oil in the pores, the bacteria itself, or
the skin's inflammatory response.
But there haven't been any truly new approaches to
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the acne battle for a while, according to Friedman.
"The more medications we have to choose from,
the better," he said.
On a broader level, Friedman said, this study
illustrates how the human body's resident bacteria
are not just along for the ride.
"P. acnes is not just a bystander," he pointed out.
"This one organism can actually change how our
immune system works."
"We're basically a planet to all of these bacteria,
and we tolerate them," Friedman said. "Now we're
discovering more about how they can actually
regulate us."
More information: Inhibition of HDAC8 and
HDAC9 by microbial short-chain fatty acids breaks
immune tolerance of the epidermis to TLR ligands,
Science Immunology,
immunology.sciencemag.org/look …
6/sciimmunol.aah4609
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